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Chapter 1

Byron's Ambivalent Modernity:
Touring and Forced Migration
in Don Juan
Betsy Bolton

The work of George Gordon, Lord Byron, may seem an odd place
to look for early discussions of migration and precarity. Why would
we expect Byron - a landed nobleman and a poet renowned for his
expansive knowledge of classics, politics, economics, and more - to
understand the vulnerability of migrants and refugees? Yet Byron’s
poetic musings on his experiences as a social outcast and sexual
refugee from his native land anticipate many later theoretical discus
sions of refugee status and migration. Most concretely and compellingly, Byron’s satirical epic Don Juan (1819-24) offers a genealogy
for the “regime of motion” Thomas Nail sees defining modern life.
Working to “reinvent. . . political theory from the primacy of social
motion rather than the state,” Nail argues that “The social com
pulsion to move produces certain expulsions for all migrants. . . .
Migration in this sense is neither entirely free nor forced - the two
are part of the same regime of social motion”^ Byron’s revision of
epic form suggests more specifically that modern epic must operate
in a world ruled by what Cindi Katz calls “vagabond capitalism,”
a world in which human beings are disabled as moral and politi
cal agents, displaced from the stable certainties ostensibly provided
by religious and moral codes.^ Operating within the constraints of
vagabond capital, Byron’s narrator (an aristocratic tourist) and his
protagonist (the hapless vagabond Juan) appear strikingly different
at first, but those differences dissolve over the course of the epic, as
both figures suffer from precarity and strive to overcome it in dif
ferent ways. Just as the plot of Don Juan undermines commonplace
distinctions between tourists and vagabonds, so Byron’s formal
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innovations develop an early poetics of precarity, at once undercut
ting moral ideals and developing mobility into a mode of peripatetic
resilience.
The pages that follow pursue this argument through four steps.
The chapter’s first section examines the political economy of Don
Juan: in place of Buonaparte’s “noble daring” or Don Juan’s
seductive powers, Byron presents the ruling power of bankers,
loans, and shopkeepers as holding the key to a world redefined
as prison for all. In this vision of modernity, the alternative to
prison is migration, though migration’s illusion of freedom offers
only a different experience of vulnerability. The next section exam
ines two kinds of resilience explored in Byron’s epic satire: young
Juan’s irrepressible resilience makes him a kind of homo beatus,
the antithesis of Giorgio Agamben’s homo sacer, while the narra
tor’s self-mocking performance as tour-guide offers a temporary
escape from the generic position(s) he occupies. The third section
argues that Juan’s encounter with highwaymen on Shooter’s Hill
outside London underscores the narrator’s and protagonist’s com
mon vulnerability in ways that accord with Judith Butler’s view
of precarity rather than Zygmunt Bauman’s more antagonistic
account of tourists and vagabonds. The chapter’s final section
spells out Byron’s poetics of precarity, focusing on his revision of
epic form and his comic use of ottava rima as a means of develop
ing poetic and narrative mobility into a resource capable of sus
taining human connections.

Vagabond Capitalism Produces Modernity
as Migration
While Thomas Nail proposed the term “regime of motion” for
our contemporary experience of society in motion, Byron’s Don
Juan both comically anticipates Nail’s emphasis on the “primacy
of motion” and offers an implicit genealogy for that regime. Nail
draws on the work of Henri Bergson to argue for “the primacy of
motion”: Bergson insisted that when we imagine a static line run
ning from A to B it is “already motion that has drawn the line” to
which A and B are added afterward as endpoints. For Bergson and
Nail, movement is “anterior to immobility” and “reality is mobility
itself. ... If movement is not everything, it is nothing.”^ This model
of “the primacy of motion” offers a foundational and existential
understanding of motion’s constitutive power. Byron’s version of the
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primacy of motion, by contrast, operates through a kind of para
doxical double-take;
Now there is nothing gives a man such spirits.
Leavening his blood as cayenne doth a curry.
As going at full speed - no matter where its
Direction be, so’t is but in a hurry.
And merely for the sake of its own merits;
For the less cause there is for all this flurry.
The greater is the pleasure in arriving
At the great end of travel - which is driving.'*
The first part of the passage does not cohere well, suggesting a
certain speed in composition as well as in theme. “Spirits” are
undercut by the comically weak rhyme with “where its.” The odd
image of blood leavened with speed like curry leavened with cay
enne stumbles over the fact that neither blood nor curry is usu
ally “leavened” in the way bread is, for instance. Yet these issues
with the image do not undo the sense of zest the lines communi
cate - nor do they erase the association of “curry” with the exotic
food available to travelers. Overall, the stanza repeatedly promises
an arrival which it repeatedly defers - until it finally refuses an
arrival, an endpoint, altogether. The ottava rima’s closing couplet
simultaneously performs and resists completion; “arriving” prom
ises an end to travel, but the final line only delivers us back again,
to the ongoing travel of “driving.” This poetic primacy of motion
connects, as we shall see, to core concerns of Byron’s epic, includ
ing objections to contemporary constraints on both individual and
national liberty.
What creates this insistence on motion in Don Juan} What kind
of genealogy does Byron offer for a regime of motion? In this epic
satire, vagabond capital creates a world in which modernity and
migration are indistinguishable. This focus on capital may seem
anachronistic, but one might recall Byron’s claim that his “best
Canto, save one on astronomy, / Will turn upon ‘Political Econ
omy’.”^ One rationale for Byron’s focus on economics can be found
in an early letter (1814) in which he announced, “I have simplified
my politics into an utter detestation of all existing governments ....
The fact is, riches are power, and poverty is slavery all over the
earth, and one sort of establishment is no better, nor worse, for a
people than another.”^ In this analysis, poverty is politics - the only
kind of politics that really matters. Thus, while Byron does not use
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the terminology of capitalism, much less vagabond capitalism, his
analysis of early nineteenth-century political economy insists upon
the structuring power of wealth (capital) over poverty.
Cindi Katz coined the term “vagabond capitalism” to highlight
the destructive effects of a dislocated capitalism. Katz argues that the
economic system rather than individual people represents the true
figure of the modern vagabond:
The phrase vagabond capitalism puts the vagrancy and dereliction
where it belongs - on capitalism, that unsettled, dissolute, irresponsible
stalker of the world. It also suggests a threat at the heart of capitalism’s
vagrancy: that an increasingly global capitalist production can shuck
many of its particular commitments to place, most centrally those asso
ciated with social reproduction, which is almost always less mobile than
production. At worst, this disengagement hurls certain people into forms
of vagabondage; at best, it leaves people in all parts of the world strug
gling to secure the material goods and social practices associated with
social reproduction.^

“That unsettled, dissolute, irresponsible stalker of the world” this description sounds not unlike the darker side of Mozart’s Don
Giovanni, a man who preys upon women - especially since social
reproduction is traditionally women’s work. Yet Byron’s young Don
Juan is the bright inverse of this threatening figure. Byron’s hero may
be unsettled, but he is unsettled by the actions of others (Donna Julia,
his mother, Haidee, Ladro, Gulbayez, and so on) or by fate instead of
his own destructive desires. Rather than dissolute, he is oddly righ
teous, at least in his conscious moments: he withstands Gulbayez’s
sexual demands but falls in his sleep into a sexual encounter with
Dudu. Rather than stalking the world, he is driven across the globe
by his eager engagement with love and war, and eventually with
commerce. Yet while Byron’s protagonist is the antithesis of the tra
ditional seducer of the pantomime, the political economy sketched
by his epic satire captures much of the dark energy Katz attributes
to capitalism.
In Don Juan, the machinations of capital appear sporadically but
with powerful effects: destabilizing national and international poli
tics, entrapping both the oppressor and the oppressed. Like Katz, the
narrator of Don Juan insists on the unsettled, dissolute, irresponsible
power of capitalism: “Every loan / Is not a merely speculative hit,
/ But seats a nation or upsets a throne.”* Not only monarchies are
subject to loans:
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Republics also get involved a bit;
Columbia’s stock hath holders not unknown
On ‘Change; and even thy silver soil, Peru,
Must get itself discounted by a Jew.^

The form of government matters not: capitalism rules regardless of
political structures. Bankers - Byron names “Jew Rothschild,” “his
fellow-Christian Baring,” and “truly liberal Lafitte” - are “the true
lords of Europe.” These are the names that answer and fill the awk
ward plural form of the inquisitive “Who?”
Who hold the balance of the world? Who reign
O’er congress, whether royalist or liberal?
Who rouse the shirtless patriots of Spain?
(That make old Europe’s journals squeak and gibber all.)
Who keep the world, both old and new, in pain
Or pleasure? Who make politics run glibber all?
The shade of Buonaparte’s noble daring? Jew Rothschild, and his fellow-Christian, Baring.'®

Byron was criticized by his contemporaries for inappropriately
admiring Napoleon’s “noble daring,” but here he presents capital
ists as the shadowy side of Buonaparte’s imperial power. The anal
ogy is not an empty metaphor: Rothschild, considered a “Napoleon
of finance” by his brothers, was “the principal conduit of money
from the British government to the continental battlefields on
which the fate of Europe was decided in 1814 and 1815.”" The
Barings were bankers with a similarly powerful reach: their bank
(Barings) “according to an apocryphal anecdote circulated as early
as 1817, was the sixth great power in Europe following England,
France, Prussia, Austria, and Russia.”" Part of the irony of the
plural verbs combined with the interrogative “Who?” is that the
reader’s struggle to make sense of the plural form seems comically
excessive: the answer to “Who holds the balance of the world?
Who reigns?” may not be a singular godlike power, but instead
a tiny group of three men, identified by name. One might com
pare Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound, in which Asia demands a
single name (Jove) as the figure responsible for all human misery.
In Byron’s cosmology, Jove has been rather comically usurped by
the trinity of Rothschild, Baring, and Lafitte. Yet Byron’s cynicism
exceeds Shelley’s revolutionary fervor. Where Shelley envisions a
coming revolution capable of toppling oppressive force, Byron sees
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revolutionaries as •well as reactionary forces dancing to the tune
played by capitalism.
While the narrator offers an omniscient (or nobleman’s) perspec
tive on political economy, Juan the epic vagabond experiences its
effects at ground level, as robbery. After a career that takes him from
Spain to Greece to Turkey to Russia, he travels through northern
Europe to arrive in England - and robbery, licensed and unlicensed,
is the social experience dominating Juan’s arrival. Even before he
lands, the English are defined as “Those haughty shopkeepers, who
sternly dealt / Their goods and edicts out from pole to pole, / And
made the very billows pay them toll.”'^ Juan’s arrival in Dover is the
occasion of multiple kinds of licensed robbery: the “custom house,
with all its delicate duties,” the innkeepers with their “long, long
bills, whence nothing is deducted.”''^ Those bills are stiff enough to
merit an obscurely twisted reference to Britain’s reputation for stand
ing against slavery. Cowper in The Task (1785) had claimed that
“Slaves cannot breathe in England; if their lungs / Receive our air,
that moment they are free, / They touch our country and their shack
les fall.”^^ But Byron’s summary of young Juan’s dismay at the prices
of goods and services in England makes mockery of such a noble
claim: “But doubtless as the air, though seldom sunny, / Is free, the
respiration’s worth the money.
This elusive oxymoron claims both
that the air is free and that breathing is expensive. Of course, the air
is not free in any functional way if breathing requires money: Byron
deflates Cowper’s hopeful claims with an offhand phrase.
On his approach to London, Juan’s musings further connect the
licensed robbery of shopkeepers with the more straightforward
assault of highwaymen on “Shooter’s Hill.”
After killing one of the vagabonds attacking him, young Juan
regrets his hasty action:
“Perhaps,” thought he, “it is the country’s wont
To welcome foreigners in this way: now
I recollect some innkeepers who don’t
Differ, except in robbing with a bow.
In lieu of a bare blade and brazen front.

Juan’s description of a general “country’s wont” or national habit
connecting the work of both footpads and innkeepers is naively
damning. Byron implies that commerce - identified by the poem as
a key component of English identity and pride - is to a foreigner
largely indistinguishable from robbery, and in this section of the
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poem, the legal acquisition of a man’s (or a nation’s) wealth slides
gradually into the taking of a man or a nation’s liberty. While
Juan’s perspective focuses on the taking of a man’s money (and,
accidentally, the reciprocal taking of a man’s life), the narrator’s
emphasis on political economy highlights capital’s capacity not
only to topple governments, but also to hold both men and nations
captive to its power.
Indeed, Byron’s narrator makes this argument explicitly, after
distinguishing himself from Juan’s pride at being among (and fleeced
by) a race of “haughty shopkeepers.” Unlike his young hero, the
narrator says.
I’ve no great cause to love that spot of earth.
Which holds what might have been the noblest nation;
But though I owe it little but my birth,
I feel a mix’d regret and veneration
For its decaying fame and former worth.
Seven years (the usual term of transportation)
Of absence lay one’s old resentments level.
When a man’s country’s going to the devil.'*

The narrator’s seven-year absence from England does indeed match
the usual sentence of transportation: he frames himself here as a con
victed criminal who has done his time. That imaginary time served
allows him a fresh start, beyond “old resentments,” with a neutral
eye that authorizes judgment of “decaying fame and former worth.”
England’s shortfalls in terms of justice make the nation a “Ealse
friend, who held out freedom to mankind, / And now would chain
them, to the very mind.”'^ But the narrator insists on the impossibil
ity of freedom for any in a world based on slavery:
Would she be proud, or boast herself the free.
Who is but first of slaves? The nations are
In prison, - but the gaoler, what is he?
No less a victim to the bolt and bar.
Is the poor privilege to turn the key
Upon the captive, freedom? He’s as far
From the enjoyment of the earth and air
Who watches o’er the chain, as they who wear.^°

The tensions of this stanza make for slow reading. First, a femi
nized England turns into a masculine gaoler. Second, the rhetorical
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question “what is he?” is answered with a sentence fragment, but it
is tempting to complete that fragment by connecting it to the verb
beginning the next line: “No less a victim to the bolt and bar / Is
the poor privilege to turn the key.” And that erroneous sentence
does actually summarize one part of the stanza’s argument: privi
lege is as captive to bolt and bar as imprisonment itself. The “He”
who begins the next sentence “far” from enjoyment is indeed lost
in the sentence’s deferrals - “he” is redefined as the gaoler (“who
watches o’er the chain”) only after “enjoyment of the earth and
air” has already passed by. We - vagabonds, tourists, jailers, pris
oners, those with privilege and those without - have all lost our
enjoyment of the earth and air.
One alternative to this ubiquitous gaol sentence (as inmate or
gaoler) is migration - but migration is only another face of human
vulnerability in this epic satire. Not only does the narrator equate his
travels with a sentence of transportation, but his hero Juan suffers
almost every vicissitude imagined on his own wide-ranging travels.
In a somewhat twisted anticipation of Michel Foucault’s analysis of
governmentality, Byron suggests that states - suborned by capital
ism in the form of bankers and shopkeepers - have the power to
make stay or make move; individuals and nations, “chain[ed] ... to
the very mind,”^^ have only the illusion of self-determination. Our
regime of motion is far more regimented than it is mobile.

From Tourist-Narrator to Homo Beatus: Variants
of the Migrant
At this point, it may be worth remembering that Byron entered the
public eye (and drew on the public’s purse) quite literally as a tour
ist, with his celebrated publication of the first two cantos of Childe
Harold's Pilgrimage, a poem understood to be based on his own
experiences of a Grand Tour. Instead of exploring the traditional
sites of France and Italy, Byron’s tour had been displaced by the
Napoleonic Wars and his own desires to visit the eastern Mediter
ranean: the exoticism of his account of the Levant gave interest
and piquancy to his narrative poem. The figure of Harold (the
autobiographical nature of whom Byron would later disavow) was
notable for his wandering far from home: indeed, Harold’s fare
well to England (“Adieu! adieu! my native shore / Fades o’er the
waters blue. / My native land, good night!”) was one of the most
frequently quoted passages in the poem.^^ Even more central to
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popular reception of Byron as exile was the description of solitary
isolation produced by such wanderings:
What is the worst of woes that wait on age?
What stamps the wrinkle deeper on the brow?
To view each loved one blotted from life’s page,
And be alone on earth, as I am now.^^

Byron as a celebrity figure was seen in many ways as the quintes
sential exile, offering a sublimation of all that might be vulgar
in touring. As James Buzard argues, Byron’s touch of “solitude
and spirituality” (as Said put it) made him a paradoxical icon of
nineteenth-century British tourism.Byron’s exquisitely solitary,
half-spiritual, half-sexual aura as an exiled traveler defined a par
ticular, mostly elite, approach to tourism for British travelers in the
mid-nineteenth century.
If Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage seemed to epitomize public impres
sions of the exiled poet’s sensibilities, the narrator of the later cantos
of Don Juan offered a more ironic and retrospective view of touris
tic tropes and feelings. Yet this new sensibility was anchored once
again in the celebrity figure of Byron himself. While the narrator
of the first two cantos archly denied any relation to Byron (assert
ing, for instance, “I’m a humble man and in a single station”), the
autobiographical content of those cantos produced widespread
public outrage, undercutting the narrator’s claims of innocence and
difference.^^ In the later cantos, the connection between narrator
and author was more simply acknowledged, as when the narrator
describes in the first person Byron’s attempts to revive the military
commandant shot outside Byron’s rented house in Venice. Most of
Byron’s published work relied in some way on his public persona: as
John Scott complained in the London Magazine, the “main interest”
of Byron’s literary works “is derived from awakening a recollection
of some fact of the author’s life, or a conviction of an analogy to the
author’s own character.”^® That character, as figured by the narra
tor of Don Juan, married Byron-the-traveling-exile with Byron-thesatirist-of social-convention.
In Canto 5 of Don Juan, for instance, Byron’s narrator mocks the
popularity of travel literature - a mode of writing that was busily
nurturing new cultural practices of tourism - even as he goes on to
participate exuberantly in the very modes of description he ostensi
bly disdains. “I won’t describe; description is my forte,” the narrator
begins, and even the claim “description is my forte” has an ironic
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undertone, since the term was used a few stanzas earlier to criticize
long-windedness:^^
Some speakers whine, and others lay the lash on.
But more or less continue still to tease on.
With arguments according to their “forte”;
But no one dreams of ever being short.^*

Don Juan, ostentatiously long-winded, alternately teasing and laying
on the lash, is a poem that can dream of anything, it would appear,
except being short. At this moment, however, the narrator abjures
description, simply because it has become a mode desperately
over-used:
I won’t describe; description is my forte:
But every fool describes in these bright days
His wondrous journey to some foreign court.
And spawns his quarto, and demands your praise Death to his publisher, to him’t is sport;
While Nature, tortured twenty thousand ways.
Resigns herself with exemplary patience
To guide-books, rhymes, tours, sketches, illustrations.^’

Of course, Byron himself is the most celebrated traveler “in these
bright days” to describe his “wondrous journey to some foreign
court.” Not only Childe Harold but also Byron’s “Oriental tales” set
off a craze for poetical travel writing: “guide-books, rhymes, tours,
sketches, illustrations” all stretching Nature’s patience. Conversely,
the tension between the poet’s sport and the publisher’s death seems
specific to Don Juan, with Murray’s anxieties forming a counterpoint
to Byron’s delight in excess.
Byron’s oxymoronic excess of restraint here is little more than an
introduction to a suitably Byronic extravaganza of description, one
that spins the reader from pillar to post as Byron the touring sati
rist takes aim at the compulsion to consume. As Bauman names that
compulsion to consume as one key element of globalization differ
entially driving the motion of both tourist and vagabond,^® so the
tourist-narrator of Don Juan takes advantage of Juan’s abjection in
the seraglio scenes to satirize travel literature’s vicarious investment in
conspicuous consumption. Byron’s description moves from guard post
through grand but empty galleries, to musings on the melancholy of
solitary splendor, to discussions of sacred versus secular architecture
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(including the tower of Babel and Queen Semiramis, with rumors of
her erotic liaisons with horses which might have inspired Byron’s turn
to Russia’s Catherine), to Horatian morals, to a stanza that reduces
visual splendor to sheer and silly aural pleasure:
At last they reach’d a quarter most retired.
Where echo woke as if from a long slumber;
Though full of all things which could be desired.
One wonder’d what to do with such a number
Of articles which nobody required;
Here wealth had done its utmost to encumber
With furniture an exquisite apartment.
Which puzzled Nature much to know what Art meant.^^

What is desired is defined as that which is not required. At the end
of the stanza, the over-the-top rhyme between “exquisite apartment”
and Nature’s puzzling over “what Art meant” further unravels both
the apartment’s claim to classy decor and the classical reference to
the relationship between Nature and Art: meaning is cut short by the
rhyme as “meant” struggles to rhyme with “ment.”
Yet Byron’s satire gradually points beyond its own mockery of
conspicuous consumption to a more transcendent experience of nov
elty and difference. No sooner is decoration dismissed as excess than
it comes back into the poem through an entrance into yet another
range of chambers where
The movables were prodigally rich:
Sofas’t was half a sin to sit upon.
So costly were they; carpets every stitch
Of workmanship so rare, they made you wish
You could glide o’er them like a golden fish.^^

The shift to the second person is half comic here, as the rhyme
scheme moves us from “rich” to “fish” while the narrator projects
onto the reader a bizarre desire to become a goldfish in order to
swim on these finely worked carpets. The very next stanza, however,
treats this “wondrous journey” in “some foreign court” more seri
ously by stressing the eunuch’s disinterest along with the wonder of
the enslaved Europeans, Juan and Johnson:
The black, however, without hardly deigning
A glance at that which wrapt the slaves in wonder,
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Trampled what they scarce trod for fear of staining,
As if the milky way their feet was under
With all its stars.^^
To be walking on the milky way with all its stars: this is an image
capable of turning travel into transcendence. With moves like these,
Byron’s nimble narrator manages to have his cake and eat it too:
he mocks the conventions of “guide-books, rhymes, tours, sketches,
illustrations” while performing and transforming those conventions
with dizzying speed and skill. Objecting to the way conventional
travel literature describes and orders the world for easy consump
tion, Byron’s narration at once mocks its own generic facility and
gestures toward a larger world in which we might all identify with
the “sojourner” or vagabond of the Hebrew psalms.
Our hero Don Juan is far less adept. By the time he reaches the
siege on the banks of the Danube, Juan has already been as hapless a
migrant and refugee as one could imagine. Temporarily exiled from
his native country for sexual misdeeds, Juan has been shipwrecked,
washing up penniless on a foreign shore. Rescued by the pirate prin
cess Haidee and raised to prominence on an island enriched by her
father’s looting, Juan seems to have landed on his feet - until the
return of Haidee’s ruthless father Ladro. Saved only by Haidee’s
intervention - which costs her life, that of her unborn babe, and
apparently the prosperity of the entire island - Juan is again cast
off, shipped over to Constantinople to be sold into slavery. After a
lascivious cross-dressed sexual encounter in the seraglio, Juan, pur
chased by the sultana Gulbayez for her pleasure, refuses to submit
to her desire for his expressions of devotion. He and his companion
Jack Johnson (plus the hapless Dudu, with whom Juan spent the
night) are apparently sentenced to being bagged and thrown into the
sea - and their survival and arrival on the outskirts of Ismail remain
unexplained. Shipwreck, slavery, sexual exploitation: Juan is Every
Migrant, or perhaps a Migrant for All Seasons.
Yet while Juan suffers many of the exigencies faced by migrants,
he experiences them comically, with little apparent suffering. Indeed,
as a comic foil, the occasion for numerous jokes, Juan seldom seems
fully present to his own experiences. If anything, he appears to offer
a comic (in)version of Giorgio Agamben’s homo sacer or sacred/
accursed man. Drawing the figure from archaic Roman law (a man
who is banned and may be killed by anyone but not sacrificed in a
religious ritual), Agamben describes homo sacer as
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excluded from the religious community and from all political life ....
What is more, his entire existence is reduced to a bare life stripped
of every right by virtue of the fact that anyone can kill him without
committing homicide; he can save himself only in perpetual flight or a
foreign land.^'*

While Juan is not under a sentence of death, his experiences become
a species of perpetual flight and extended survival in a variety of for
eign lands. A kind of homo beatus, the antithesis of the homo sacer,
Juan appears blessed with uncanny capacity for thriving through
adversity. Byron’s plot repeatedly exposes Juan to the threat of death,
and our nominal hero frequently appears “reduced to a bare life” by
the exigencies of shipwreck, enslavement, sexual oppression, mili
tary service, and more. Yet Juan’s defining quality remains not his
vulnerability but rather his buoyant resilience - a resilience that is
nonetheless described in terms emphasizing his physical being, in a
more positively coded version of “bare life.”
Juan’s existence is frequently reduced to physical urges: puberty,
arousal (often involuntary), hunger and/or digestive trouble, physi
cal exhaustion. When, for instance, the adolescent boy engages in
extended philosophical musings, the narrator remarks: “’T was
strange that one so young should thus concern / His brain about the
action of the sky,” and the closing rhyme of the ottava rima stanza
underscores the physicality of the punchline: “If you think ’t was
philosophy that this did, / I can’t help thinking puberty assisted.
Puberty trumps philosophy here as sexuality will repeatedly override
abstract thought throughout Juan’s adventures. Possible trauma is
often left off stage, as at the end of the first canto:
Here ends this canto. - Need I sing, or say.
How Juan naked, favour’d by the night.
Who favours what she should not, found his way.
And reach’d his home in an unseemly plight?^®

This is not the only plight that will appear “unseemly” - indecent,
unhandsome, unfit for representation - in Don Juan. The narrative
resists realist norms by turning away from this kind of representa
tional challenge. Like the aftermath of this first sexual escapade, for
instance, the end of the seraglio episode is left unsung and obscure.
At the same time, Juan remains well-favored not only by female
characters but also by female abstractions (Night, Fortune, etc.)
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through his many adventures. The narrator insists that Juan mis
takes his body’s desires for abstract thought, but at the same time,
the poem’s abstractions respond to Juan as if they were responding
to his body, favoring him as a woman favors a lover. Comic bathos a comically erotic transgression of conceptual categories - operates
in both directions.
Yet while the poem uses the body’s erotic urges to travesty Juan’s
philosophizing and idealism, even his romantic tendencies are under
cut by still more basic physical drives. On the boat bearing him away
from his first beloved, Juan’s performance of love and distress is dis
rupted by seasickness, and the interruption is granted the status of
a general principle of human existence: “Beloved Julia, hear me still
beseeching!” Juan exclaims, but the narrative interrupts his speech
as it specifies, “(Here he grew inarticulate with retching).” And while
the poem seems to grant the force of Juan’s love, that acknowledg
ment appears only in the context of a broader assertion of love’s
inability to withstand “vulgar” illness.
No doubt he would have been much more pathetic.
But the sea acted as a strong emetic.
Love, who heroically breathes a vein.
Shrinks from the application of hot towels.
And purgatives are dangerous to his reign.
Sea-sickness death: his love was perfect, how else
Could Juan’s passion, while the billows roar.
Resist his stomach, ne’er at sea before?^^

The pathetic is undone by the emetic: Juan’s passion may resist his
stomach in his own experience, but the reader’s sense of Juan’s love
has been thoroughly undercut and diverted by references to retching
and bowels. As Love’s “capricious power” is puzzled and defeated by
“vulgar illnesses,” so the body’s demands here conquer the literary
conventions of pathos and romantic heroism.
Juan’s transition to a new beloved also takes a detour through his
digestive system in a sequence that again privileges “vulgar” physicality over romance. After Juan’s seasickness comes a detailed account
of the shipwreck, including many pathetic details intermingled with
a range of discomfortingly blasphemous jokes.^® By the time Juan
washes up on the beach, however, the poem seems to take his physical
sufferings more seriously:
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And there he lay, full length, where he was flung.
Before the entrance of a cliff-worn cave.
With just enough of life to feel its pain.
And deem that it was saved, perhaps in vain.
And, like a wither’d lily, on the land
His slender frame and pallid aspect lay.
As fair a thing as e’er was form’d of clay.^^

Nineteenth-century readers might draw on multiple accounts of
harrowing shipwrecks to contextualize these lines; for twentyfirst-century readers, the most perilous sea-crossings commonly
reported involve refugees and migrants (one might recall the viral
image of Alan Kurdi here). The tone of this passage is closer to
that of Childe Harold than to the archly comic posturing more
common to Don Juan-, both here and elsewhere, an insistence on
physical vulnerability and the threat of death punctuate Byron’s
satiric epic.
Yet Juan rebounds quickly, both physically and emotionally,
turning from existential devastation to the bathos of basic human
needs.
His eyes he open’d, shut, again unclosed.
For all was doubt and dizziness; he thought
He still was in the boat and had but dozed.
And felt again with his despair o’erwrought.
And wish’d it death in which he had reposed;
And then once more his feelings back were brought.
And slowly by his swimming eyes was seen
A lovely female face of seventeen.'^®

The passage begins with an involuntary repetition of a traumatic
experience but turns by way of imagery and verbal repetition to the
possibility of romance. Juan “thought” he was back in the boat, then
“felt again” (the poem doesn’t specify what he felt, though it speci
fies how: “with his despair o’erwrought”), then “wish’d” for death.
After all this cognitive and emotional activity, Juan’s “feelings back
were brought” as if they, like his body, needed to find landfall, even
as his eyes go “swimming” to find a new “lovely female face” to
worship. No sooner is this romance set up, however, then the narra
tive turns to another, more corporeal channel:
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And Juan, too, was help’d out from his dream.
Or sleep, or whatso’er it was, by feeling
A most prodigious appetite; the steam
Of Zoe’s cookery no doubt was stealing
Upon his senses, and the kindling beam
Of the new fire, which Zoe kept up, kneeling
To stir her viands, made him quite awake
And long for food, but chiefly a beef-steak.'*'

The poem steps back from its initial suggestion that love and beauty
are what help bring Juan back to life and back from the brink of
despair: Juan’s “prodigious appetite” and “Zoe’s cookery” rather
than Haidee’s beauty is what most emphatically “ steal [s] upon his
senses” and makes him want to live - in order to consume a typically
British “beef-steak.” (At this moment, the young Spaniard Juan is
presumably overshadowed by his British creator and narrator.) Here,
as in many of Juan’s most trying encounters, the poem reduces any
possibility of heroism down to a bare corporeality - but corporeality
that is supremely resilient, especially in comparison to the “bare life”
left to Agamben’s homo sacer."^^ Of course, Byron’s Juan is such a
comic naif that his resilience is hardly a theoretical or philosophical
principle: indeed, his buoyancy is more of a running joke, especially
in the context of the poem’s broader exploration of migration and
movement.
Vagabonds and Tourists Share the Universal
Condition of Precarity
Thus far, we have considered Byron’s narrator and protagonist as if
they remain the polar opposites they at first appear - but the plot of
the epic unravels that opposition in ways that anticipate and partly
resist Bauman’s analysis of tourists and vagabonds as interconnected
figures. Bauman’s tourist is the consummate consumer; his vagabond
is a “flawed consumer” - but the vagabond’s “flaw” helps under
write an entire global system.'*^ According to Bauman,
What is acclaimed today as “globalization” is geared to the tourists’
dreams and desires. Its second effect - a s/de-effect, but an unavoidable
one - is the transformation of many others into vagabonds. Vagabonds
are travelers refused the right to turn into tourists.'*'*
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Vagabonds (migrant workers, trafficked and homeless people, “the
waste of the world which has dedicated itself to tourist services”)
are a necessary component of this world-system: “The widely noted,
increasingly worrying polarization of the world and its population
is not an external, alien, disturbing, ‘spoke in the wheel’ interfer
ence with the process of globalization; it is its effect.Yet, Bauman
argues, because this unavoidable effect of globalization is not well
understood or broadly recognized, tourists fail to recognize their
intrinsic connection to vagrants and vagabonds. Bauman argues
that tourists and vagabonds are situated on a continuum where their
plights and pleasures are intertwined, despite the “tendency to gloss
over the networks of mutual dependency which underlies each of
them as well as their opposition.
Bauman suggests that tourists
out of ignorance abhor the vagabond as a nightmare alter ego, a fig
ure that threatens to expose their own consumeristic imperfections:
While sweeping the vagabond under the carpet - banning the beggar
and the homeless from the street, confining him to a far-away, “no-go”
ghetto, demanding his exile or incarceration - the tourist desperately,
though in the last account vainly, seeks the deportation of his own fears.''^

The polarizing effects of globalization appear through the distance
tourists seek from vagabonds. Paradoxically, however, Bauman
argues that
[wjhat makes the tourist life endurable, turns its hardship into minor
irritants and allows the temptation to change [to a non-tourist way to
happiness] is the self-same sight of the vagabond that makes the tourists
shudder. . . . The worse is the plight of the vagabonds, the better it feels
to be a tourist.'**

For Bauman, the vagabond is the abject, the other that defines by
opposition the tourist’s (temporary) freedom from constraint and
suffering. While Bauman acknowledges the vulnerability shared by
both vagabond and tourist, the binary opposition between those
figures remains a central part of his analysis. Byron’s Don Juan, by
contrast, more emphatically erases the distinction between tourist
and vagabond, between apparently powerful voluntary travelers and
disempowered involuntary migrants.
Byron’s narrator, identified by most readers with Byron the aris
tocratic exile, matches Bauman’s description of the tourist: he travels
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because he wants to, and he defines his own self-possession against
the vulnerability of those he encounters. Yet where Bauman stresses
the vagabond’s lack of volition and agency, in terms that invite com
parison with Giorgio Agamben’s discussion of the cursed man or
homo sacer, Byron’s bizarrely resilient vagabond hero seems instead
to present a migrant’s fantasy of being able to rise to every challenge.
At the same time, even the linguistic virtuosity of Byron’s narrator
eventually betrays his vulnerability before the state. Byron’s double
inversion of expectations here highlights the extent to which both the
aristocratic tourist and the destitute vagabond remain subject to the
system that creates their apparently divergent experiences.
On Shooter’s Hill outside London, Byron uses plot and diction
together to underscore the vicissitudes and reversals of fortune to
which both vagabonds and tourists are vulnerable. Young Juan finds
himself approaching London at the apparent high point of a kind
of Grand Tour that has brought him from St. Petersburg through
Poland, Germany, and the Netherlands to the British Isles. On the
ominously named “Shooter’s Hill,” Juan is moved to proclaim the
wonders of England:
I say, Don Juan, wrapt in contemplation.
Walk’d on behind his carriage, o’er the summit.
And lost in wonder of so great a nation.
Gave way to’t, since he could not overcome it.
“And here,” he cried, “is Freedom’s chosen station;
Here peals the people’s voice, nor can entomb it
Racks, prisons, inquisitions; resurrection
Awaits it, each new meeting or election.
“Here are chaste wives, pure lives; here people pay
But what they please; and if that things be dear,
’T is only that they love to throw away
Their cash, to show how much they have a-year.
Here laws are all inviolate; none lay
Traps for the traveller; every highway’s clear:
Here - ” he was interrupted by a knife.
With, - “Damn your eyes! your money or your life!”
These freeborn sounds proceeded from four pads
In ambush laid.'*^

The narrator’s rather awkward “I say” draws attention to questions
of voice in this passage. Juan cannot overcome his wonder: rather, it
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seems to overcome him as he “gives way to it” and speaks as if with
the irrepressible “people’s voice.” Yet Juan’s jingoistic enthusiasm
for Byron’s home is first undercut by its own expression (the people’s
voice swallowed up despite Juan’s claims in “racks, prisons, inquisi
tions,” all relatively ancient modes of torture) and then dramatically
rebutted by his experience of the vicissitudes faced by all travelers.
“The people” Juan actually encounters seem to speak in a very dif
ferent voice, in the language of “flash” or underworld slang, even as
Juan’s own voice is “given the lie” by his encounter with highway
men, whose demand that Juan stand and deliver is framed by the
narrator as “freeborn sounds.” As this alternative “people’s voice”
demonstrates, English laws are not inviolate; traps are laid for travel
ers (and readers); highways are not clear.
Within this world (and in this passage), the vagabond and tourist
change places in terms of their relative power and vulnerability: Juan
the former vagabond has become a tourist, as the narrator aligns him
self linguistically with the footpad. Juan fires on his assailant without
pausing for thought, and the highwayman dies at Juan’s hand rather
than the other way around. And that death is the moment in which
flash most emphatically enters the poem: “The dying man cried,
‘Hold! I ‘ve got my gruel! / O for a glass of max! We ‘ve miss’d our
booty; / Let me die where I am!’”^° Gary Dyer persuasively argues
that Byron himself is exposed in this second version of a “people’s
voice,” as the narrator in crafting his elegy picks up the dying man’s
slang mode of expression:
Poor Tom was once a kiddy upon town,
A thorough varmint, and a real swell.
Full flash, all fancy, until fairly diddled.
His pockets first and then his body riddled.^'

According to the narrator, Tom is all knowing until he finds himself
cheated (diddled) by a flat (a naive mark), shot by the man he meant
to rob. This is not Juan’s language: he doesn’t even understand Eng
lish, far less the slang connecting sporting gentlemen and thieves. But
Byron himself is “full flash” (knowing) and “all fancy,” in the sense
that “the Fancy” referred to fans and patrons of boxing. As Dyer
notes, Byron’s footnote offers enlightenment on “flash” by directing
his readers to his friend, the boxing champion and instructor John
Jackson (and perhaps a model for the Jack Johnson who accom
panied Juan from shipboard slavery to the taking of Ismail). While
Don Juan is famous for the many languages deployed and referenced
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- and that linguistic virtuosity is often seen as a sign of the narratorpoet’s mastery - Dyer notes the vulnerability implied by this polyglossia, particularly in relation to this passage. Indeed, Dyer stresses
Lord Byron’s fluency in the techniques of covert communication that
marked the cultures of sodomy, boxing, and crime .... Each of these
“cant” dialects or codes was necessitated, at least initially, by the risk
of legal prosecution .... Sodomy could be punished with death; if the
accused was privileged or fortunate, he would suffer exile or disgrace.
Although boxing was only tangentially illegal, its distinctive slang
(“flash”) betrayed the sport’s ties to the culture of people like Tom:
thieves, beggars, and prostitutes - an underclass for whom the gallows
was an ever-present threat and secrecy a necessity. For Byron these com
munities overlapped: he and his Cambridge friends . . . were not only
active or aspiring “sodomites” but also members of “the Fancy,” the
fans and patrons of boxing. Because of their sexual practices, Byron and
his friends were no less criminal in English law than Tom was.^^

For Dyer, sodomy is the secret underlying every other secret in Don
Juan. Certainly, in an episode like this one, Byron’s legal vulnerability
brings him (in the figure of the narrator) closer to the dying highway
man than to Juan. Juan is now a diplomat, traveling on commercial
business while the tour-guide-narrator is suddenly linked to a dying
highwayman whose covert language offends against many laws, yet
offers more of a “people’s voice” than the jingoistic patriotism more
commonly associated with good British citizens.
Perhaps because of this struggle to claim “the people’s voice,” the
poem reverts to its opening emphasis on heroes, only to ignore our
long-time hero Juan in favor of the dead highwayman:
But Tom’s no more - and so no more of Tom.
Heroes must die; and by God’s blessing’t is
Not long before the most of them go home.”

Even Juan is heading, according to Byron’s proposed ending for Don
Juan, to his own death in the midst of the French Revolution, while
Byron himself stops writing in order to join the Greek struggle for
independence - though, according to Eric Strand, “Byron’s attempt
at political heroism ended up with him dying as a tourist.”^'* Dying as
a tourist, as a vagabond, as a war hero - the character in which one
dies seems less important than the dying itself. Precarity becomes the
common feature of modern globalization, death its defining moment.
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Narrative and Poetic Resources Offer a Creative
Response to Precarity
In Don Juan, Byron is self-consciously crafting a new form of epic for
a new modern age, and his wandering plot suggests that modernity
and migration are inextricably connected. The epic proper begins
with an emphasis on the short commodity cycles of a modern celeb
rity culture:
I want a hero: an uncommon want,
When every year and month sends forth a new one.
Till, after cloying the gazettes with cant.
The age discovers he is not the true one.^^

Byron explicitly sets his epic in an age of modern commodity culture,
with its short marketing cycles and a kind of planned obsolescence
both for heroes and for the cultural values a hero is supposed to
embody - and Byron’s selection of a hero embraces the moral tawdri
ness implied by this kind of a marketing cycle. Since no hero these
days is worth the name, an impossibly tarnished hero will do as well
as any:
Of such as these I should not care to vaunt,
I ’ll therefore take our ancient friend Don Juan We all have seen him, in the pantomime.
Sent to the devil somewhat ere his time.^*"

While “Brave men were living before Agamemnon / And since,” these
hero-candidates lack a certain poetic-photogenic quality, the ability to
shine “on the poet’s page.” In “the present age,” only the engagingly
tarnished Don Juan is “fit for my poem (that is, for my new one),”
Byron asserts.^^
Byron took the name and concept of Don Juan from the panto
mime (and Shadwell’s Libertine): the traveling adventures were his
own contribution to the figure. Byron’s famous account of his plans
for “Donny Johnny” (in a letter to Murray) involved an expansive
tour:
The Fifth is so far from being the last of Don Juan, that it is hardly the
beginning. I meant to take him the tour of Europe, with a proper mixture
of siege, battle, and adventure, and to make him finish as Anacharsis
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Cloots in the French Revolution.... I meant to have made him a Cava
lier Servente in Italy, and a cause for a divorce in England, and a Senti
mental “Werther-faced” man in Germany, so as to show the different
ridicules of the society in each of these countries, and to have displayed
him gradually gate and blase, as he grew older, as is natural. But I had not
quite fixed whether to make him end in Hell, or in an unhappy marriage,
not knowing which would be the severest.^*

Juan’s tour of Europe turns the “finishing” of a young gentleman on
its head, as Byron satirically polishes off all the “ridicules of society”
displayed around Europe. Anacharsis Cloots was a Prussian baron
who spoke to the French National Constituent Assembly on behalf
of an embassy of thirty-six foreigners in support of the Declaration
of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen. He became known as the
“orator of mankind” and he took on the name of Anacharsis from a
philosophical romance by the Abbe Barthelmy (the original Anacha
rsis was a Scythian chief who journeyed to Athens and became
admired as an outspoken barbarian). In Italy, a cavalier servente was
a socially acknowledged “gallant” who would accompany a married
woman to public events; the cavalier servente might have a sexual
relationship with his acknowledged mistress, with her husband’s
knowledge. Werther was the suicidal hero of Goethe’s novel The
Sorrows of Young Werther: he killed himself out of unrequited love,
and the novel set off a “Werther craze” that swept Europe. By engag
ing odd romantic and sexual mores across Europe and then planning
to kill off his hero in the French Revolution, Byron specifies the time
as well as the geographical range of the epic, placing it in the near
past (some two decades before the time of writing), suggesting that
even modernity is always at least a little belated.
Despite this insistent belatedness, Byron’s satiric epic works to
update the form of the epic to suit modern manners and needs: even
his handling of minor characters shows a sophisticated sense of the
way moral possibilities can be defined and circumscribed by larger
social systems. Byron’s implicit theorizing of modernity may be use
fully compared to the “transcendental homelessness” Gyorgy Lukacs
associated with the novel and Edward Said linked to the experience
of exile. For Lukacs, Don Quixote is “the first great novel of world
literature” and it “stands at the beginning of the time when the Chris
tian God began to forsake the world; when man became lonely and
could find meaning and substance only in his own soul, whose home
was nowhere.This homeless soul is one of Byron’s recurring inter
ests in Don Juan, a question he can neither answer nor stop asking.
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In the first canto, for instance, he prepares for a major assertion, only
to turn aside at the last moment:
Few mortals know what end they would be at.
But whether glory, power, or love, or treasure.
The path is through perplexing ways, and when
The goal is gain’d, we die, you know - and then What then? - I do not know, no more do you And so good night. - Return we to our story.

Similarly, when the Italian commandant is shot in the street outside
the narrator’s lodgings, he is shaken by the episode and dwells at
some length on this encounter with death:
I gazed (as oft I have gazed the same)
To try if I could wrench aught out of death
Which should confirm, or shake, or make a faith;
But it was all a mystery. Here we are.
And there we go: - but where? five bits of lead.
Or three, or two, or one, send very far!
And is this blood, then, form’d but to be shed?
Can every element our elements mar?
And air - earth - water - fire live - and we dead?
We whose minds comprehend all things? No more;
But let us to the story as before.'’’

In place of a faith, which might provide some stable grounding,
this satiric epic of “transcendental homelessness” can only turn
to narrative: instead of turning to God, “return we to our story.”
The irony, of course, is that the story itself is shaped through
the comic, irreverent form of ottava rima, a form in which sound
is at least an equal partner to sense. The first six lines extend a
familiar abab rhyme scheme one step too far, creating comic poten
tial out of excess extension (ababab); the couplet with its sud
den sense of closure and excess similarly serves as a punchline,
often (though not always) delivering a surprising or comic turn. In
a discussion of the politics of ottava rima, William Keach quotes
Southey’s complaint that Byron, like his predecessors in the form,
created a “capricious” “transition from what is serious to what is
burlesque,” and capriciousness is one of the epic’s core intellectual
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procedures.^ To consider capriciousness an intellectual procedure
may seem oxymoronic, but Byron repeatedly gestures at metaphysi
cal truths he refuses to engage more seriously, as if pointing the
reader’s attention to his capricious shifts in focus and in serious
ness. Peter Conrad argues that Byron’s narrator is “as unscrupulous
in his treatment of a ductile stanza form, as his hero is meant to
be with women,” but Jane Stabler demurs, noting that “Byron
actually treats his stanza form with respect: the rhymes of ottava
rima are audacious, but the challenge is levelled at the reader, not
the language.”^” These accounts of Byronic form understandably
emphasize its political and poetical seriousness, but I think they
somewhat risk undervaluing the resources provided by its insis
tence on free play.
As Byron’s ottava rima challenges readers’ expectations by play
ing on the contrast between a visual and an aural rhyme, or between
an expected pronunciation and the kind of pronunciation the rhyme
demands, so his apparently capricious digressions challenge readers’
desires for a clear narrative arc. Byron’s contemporary John Wilson
Croker speculated that Byron was improvising the plot as he went:
“I dare swear, if the truth were known, that his digressions and repe
titions generate one another, and that the happy jingle of some of his
comical rhymes has led him on to episodes of which he never origi
nally thought.”®^ Byron’s own verse gestures gleefully at its random
turns and associations: after invoking epic norms (such as beginning
in medias res), he insists
My way is to begin with the beginning;
The regularity of my design
Forbids all wandering as the worst of sinning.
And therefore I shall open with a line
(Although it cost me half an hour in spinning).
Narrating somewhat of Don Juan’s father.
And also of his mother, if you’d rather.^

This insistently “regular” poet is, of course, best known for his
poetic wanderings, including the digressive commentary modeled
here. “Pleasure’s a sin, and sometimes sin’s a pleasure,” the narra
tor will remark later in the canto:®^ here, wandering as sin evokes
wandering as pleasure - for the narrator if not yet for the reader.
Having asserted the importance of regularity and design, the nar
rator tosses off the flippant gerund “spinning” as a verb for poetic
creation (rhymed with “sinning”), and then plays with the norms of
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his design by offering a couplet whose second line is both conceptu
ally off-kilter (he can’t “open” with a line addressing both father
and mother or choosing between them “if you’d rather”) and poeti
cally excessive (in that it rhymes “father” with both “mother” and
“rather”). The epic’s delight in its own silly versifications may point
beyond itself to the broader benefits of caprice. In the case of both
verse and narrative, Byron’s challenges to his readers takes the form
of a kind of game shared by reader and writer, narrator and hapless
hero: ottava rima at once offers and demands conceptual mobility
and produces the sometimes illicit pleasures of a linguistic, moral,
philosophical shiftiness.
Yet Byron’s investment in transcendence is persistent as well as
capricious and shifty - persistent in ways that seem associated with
his existence in a kind of political and intellectual exile. Edward
Said’s “Reflections on Exile” extended the concept of transcendental
homelessness to include the multiplicity associated with modernity:
According to Said,
In the epic there is no other world, only the finality of this one. Odysseus
returns to Ithaca after years of wandering; Achilles will die because he
cannot escape his fate. The novel, however, exists because other worlds
may exist, alternatives for bourgeois speculators, wanderers, exiles.^*

Don Juan seems to oscillate between a fixed end (Juan dies as Anacharsis Cloots in the French Revolution; he ends in hell or an unhappy
marriage, whichever is worse) and an utterly fluid set of futures.
Finality versus alternatives: Byron’s epic straddles the line. Intriguingly, the bourgeois speculator leads Said’s list of modern heroes,
ahead of wanderers and exiles - and Byron repeatedly performs acts
of intellectual and commercial speculation, including his famous joke
about bribing the Edinburgh Review for a good press. Both Byron
and twentieth-century theorists link the forms of modernity - the
novel and the updated epic - to modern forms of commercial extrac
tion and capitalization.
Eric Strand’s excellent reading of Don Juan as an allegory of the
development of global economic systems suggests that there is no exit
from these systems. Strand argues that “Byron is in a bind, wanting
to tell the truth about political tyranny, but compromised because
his poem is a part of the very economic system that underlies the
tyranny. Byron’s own aggressive marketing of the poem shows his
implication in British economic systems - implications he is happy
to acknowledge but cannot ever quite evade. The final section of
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Strand’s analysis tracks Byron’s turn from writing poetry to attempt
ing to wage war on behalf of Greek independence:
Byron, in sum, was a sort of super-tourist .... Byron was alternately
enthused with the prospect of heroism and confronted by the awareness
that this was simply the extension of gaming at Newmarket. Political
heroism turned out to be “Or Molu” (DJ 11.67), a consumerist fantasy
that was dependent on his savings and whatever credit could be obtained,
and his main task as a wealthy traveler was to guard his pockets.^®

Strand gives Byron the poet and would-be hero full credit for “lacer
ating irony and self-awareness,” for his cynicism “about his poetical
efforts and political ambitions.Yet Strand’s critique, nonetheless,
seems to gesture toward an alternative possibility in which Byron
might find a solid moral ground on which to stand.
Don Juan does very briefly imagine such a ground, but only as a
stop-gap in the midst of greater horrors. At the siege of Ismail, young
Juan has instinctively rescued a young Turkish girl who was about to
be killed by Russian Cossaques.^^ Called on to greater heroism and
reward by his friend Jack Johnson, Juan refuses to move until the
child is protected:
Look
Upon this child -1 saved her - must not leave
Her life to chance; but point me out some nook
Of safety, where she less may shrink and grieve.
And I am with you.^^

Juan’s requests are both modest and impossible: some nook of safety
in the middle of a battlefield is not easy to find. Yet
Juan was immovable; until
Johnson, who really loved him in his way.
Pick’d out amongst his followers with some skill
Such as he thought the least given up to prey;
And swearing if the infant came to ill
That they should all be shot on the next day;
But if she were deliver’d safe and sound.
They should at least have fifty rubles round.
And all allowances besides of plunder
In fair proportion with their comrades.^'*
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Juan’s immovability registers a moral stability within this world of
war: he will not surrender the child. And yet that immovability gives
way not to a period, but rather to a semi-colon: it is easily translated
by Johnson into something far more fluid and provisional, based on
a mercenary’s commercial exchange.
Byron is thus perhaps more cynical than many recent critics about
the moral standing of individual actors within corrupt systems. Said’s
“Reflections on Exile,” for instance, invokes Theodor Adorno’s claim
that “it is a part of morality not to be at home in one’s home.”^^ In
Don Juan, the character who is displaced in this way is the slave
trading pirate Ladro, who is assumed dead by his daughter, and whose
power has been usurped by Juan and Haidee’s union. Ladro, return
ing from sea to what appears a celebration of his death,
enter’d in the house no more his home,
A thing to human feelings the most trying,
And harder for the heart to overcome.
Perhaps, than even the mental pangs of dying;
To find our hearthstone turn’d into a tomb.
And round its once warm precincts palely lying
The ashes of our hopes, is a deep grief.
Beyond a single gentleman’s belief.
He enter’d in the house - his home no more.^'’

The repetition of his displacement (“the house no more his home”;
“the house - his home no more”) underscores Ladro’s claim to an
Adorno-style modern morality - and yet Ladro’s first actions are to
threaten Juan with death and then (after Haidee’s intervention) to
sell him into slavery. Yet Byron turns the screw of ethics one more
time, noting of Ladro that his piracy developed out of a failed desire
for Greek independence: “His country’s wrongs and his despair to
save her / Had stung him from a slave to an enslaver. If Byron at
Missalonghi seems at once an independence fighter, a tourist, and
(in relation to his own English tenants) something of a pirate himself,
these contradictions have already been compassed by the poem.
Byron’s Don Juan thus remains quite ostentatiously cynical about
the possibility of finding any moral certainty or standing within a
corrupt economic system - but his repeated, capricious invocations
of transcendence re-place or re-perform moral standing as mobility.
Byron’s poetics offer a combination of persistence and comic moral
shiftiness as a mode of peripatetic resilience in the face of precarity.
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Conclusion
Byron’s musings on migration anticipate and problematize a variety
of later writings on the subject, as Byron’s acute epic satire suggests
that migration offers narrative possibilities but no moral certainties.
From a Byronic perspective, Said’s invocation of Lukacs - the asso
ciation of the novel and modernity with a kind of transcendental
homelessness - is more productive than Adorno’s claim that “it is a
part of morality not to be at home in one’s home” (a claim Byron
undercut by featuring Ladro’s displaced morality as no more than
brutal retaliation). The homelessness of the soul is a recurrent prob
lem for Don Juan, but the problem is overcome through a turning or
returning not to God but to narrative.
That narrative frames its own argument about precarity - namely,
that all are vulnerable to vicissitudes of bodily suffering - but where
Bauman sees tourists requiring the oppression of the vagabond,
Byron seems to imply with Judith Butler that “no one escapes the
precarious dimension of social life.” Butler’s insistence on the lack
of a foundation for social unity works well with Byron’s appar
ently endless skepticism: “Nothing ‘founds’ us outside of a struggle
to establish bonds that sustain us.”^* Byron’s epic satire struggles
episodically, comically, distractedly, to distinguish the bonds that
imprison us from those that sustain us. In the process, he offers us
not Giorgio Agamben’s grim homo sacer but rather Juan as an irre
pressible homo beams. Similarly, in formal terms, the poem’s comic
ottava rima offers mobility as a diverting, self-mocking evacuation
of sometimes pompous certainties. Narrative and poetic mobility,
the ability to occupy multiple positions simultaneously, becomes
Don Juan’s (and Byron’s) best hope of resilience, and perhaps our
own best opportunity to establish bonds that will sustain us through
increasingly precarious circumstances.
Epigraph: McDonald's, Fes, Morocco; July 2016
What would Byron say? I find myself wondering on a hot sum
mer day in Fes. The midday sun is brutal and McDonald’s offers its
patrons not only food but also precious air-conditioning. In a nearby
booth, Lesley Wyrtzen, a geographer starting work on a dissertation
about migration, is interviewing a group of sub-Saharan migrants
living in Morocco as they continue attempting to cross the border
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into Europe. They have all been turned back, and most have been
badly beaten in previous attempts to cross. I asked Lesley if I could
tag along on her field-work, and so I am keeping company with those
waiting to be interviewed. As I chat with five dark-skinned men
in variably broken French, Moroccans sitting nearby look askance
at us. On our way home, up the mountain to small-town Ifrane,
Lesley will share with me a striking exchange repeated in each of
her interviews:
Lesley:
Migrant:
Lesley:
Migrant:

Knowing what you know now, would you have left home?
No.
If it were possible for you to return home now, would you go?
No.

This spare summary of their predicament takes my breath away.
These men live in a space - call it “regime of motion” or precarity defined both by their oppressive circumstances and by their will to
self-determination, their refusal to accept the shame of public defeat.
In my more (perhaps Byronically) desultory conversations with
these men, I am simultaneously impressed and worried by their
resilience and optimism. Coming originally from Cote d’Ivoire and
Cameroon, they have lived for years under difficult conditions in a
country inhospitable to them; yet they remain undaunted. Their final
goal is not Spain but rather Germany, Sweden, or the United States.
Even before Trump’s election, I try to warn them that the United
States can also be inhospitable to new immigrants, especially those
without papers, but they are unconcerned: “I am capable of working
very very hard and living on very little. Others may struggle, but I
know I can succeed.” Migrants do not necessarily see themselves as
Bauman’s “dark vagrant moons reflecting the shine of bright tour
ist suns and following placidly the planets’ orbit.Instead, many
migrants see themselves as possessing something very like Juan’s
magical resilience and fortune - at least as long as they can look for
ward to an arrival . . . elsewhere. Each of the men I speak with sees
himself not as a homo sacer, but as homo beatus.
They find resilience in relationship, refuge in one another. The
camps where these men find a temporary haven - an “empty” city
block beside the train station in Fes, now crowded with hundreds
of migrants, for instance - are often organized by nationality, but
relationships develop across nationalities as well. F—, from Cote
d’Ivoire, describes two of the Cameroonians at the table as “my
brothers of the road,” explaining that they met only in the camp in
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Fes, but because they share the same conditions of suffering, they
can also share an unexpected depth of intimacy. They also describe
feeling a certain kinship with a fellow foreigner like myself, or with
Moroccans who have lived abroad, as opposed to the “illiterates”
(F—’s word) or native Moroccans who lack any cosmopolitan accep
tance of the stranger. Curious travelers, we flock together.
As I talk with these men, I have an uncanny sense that the group
of us together are stepping in and out of the semi-fluid roles sketched
by Byron’s Don Juan: at any given time, one of us in that booth is
speaking in the voice of the narrator and social critic, while others
articulate the endless optimism of young Juan, vagabond and hapless
hero, irrepressible homo beatus. The challenge may be to bring these
voices together in more formally sophisticated and explicit ways.
Surely the task of people like me is to listen to and learn from these
“brothers of the road,” those who are most expert on the lived expe
rience of precarity, most practiced in building bonds that can sustain
us through these times of trouble. In the process, we might also learn
from Byron’s systemic social critique, his sardonic self-mockery, and
his delight in caprice, his restorative pleasure in the free play of wan
dering story and sound.
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